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Week IX Group Class 

Today’s Class: 

I. Practicing the complete setup independently several times each day. 
II. Floor Exercises 
III. The Monkey Song 

a. Monkey Song on the A String and the E string 
b. Gentle left hand for the Monkey Song – checking for tension spots 

i. Is the left shoulder relaxed? 
ii. Is the wrist straight (no pancake wrist)? 

iii. Is the thumb relaxed? 
c. The marshmallow test! 

IV. Hopping between strings 
a. Moving between the strings is done by the elbow, and is like an elevator lifting the arm 

into the correct position. 
b. When we move between strings, the shoulder should stay low and relaxed! 
c. The entire arm should move as a unit- and we should not have any little motions from the 

fingers, wrist, shoulder, back, or instrument to help with the string crossing. 
V. The A Major Scale 

a. The A Major scale contains all the notes we will need for the first nine songs in Book 1 
b. Once this is learned, it should be practiced every single day, without exception.  Scales 

form the foundation for all other techniques. 
c. The A Major scale is formed when we combine the Monkey Song on A and E – OR when 

we play Red pattern on both A and E.  We can also think of the A Major scale as the 
interval pattern: WWHWWWH 

d. The added challenge in the A Major scale is transitioning between the open E string and 
the third finger on the A string.  This is the only acceptable order to perform this motion: 

i. Open E string <stop bow in place on the E string> 
ii. On A string, place fingers 1, then 2, then add 3.  Fingers are placed individually 

but must be held simultaneously! 
iii. Rotate bow from E string to A string 
iv. Play 3rd finger on A string and continue down to the end of the scale. 

VI. Practice this week 
a. See the practice planner handout! 

 

Questions? Please feel free to send me an email or text message anytime! 

Happy practicing! 


